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Bond Reimbursement & Grant Review Committee
Executive Summary
Introduction
This report documents the current work of the Bond Reimbursement & Grant Review Committee
in developing criteria for construction of schools in Alaska including standards for energy
efficiency and funding eligibility.
Authority & Intent
In 1993, the legislature established the Bond Reimbursement & Grant Review (BR&GR)
Committee within the Department of Education & Early Development (DEED).
AS 14.11.014(b) provides that the committee shall
(3) develop criteria for construction of schools in the state; criteria developed under
this paragraph must include requirements intended to achieve cost-effective school
construction; . . .
(7) recommend to the board necessary changes to the approval process for school
construction grants and for projects for which bond reimbursement is requested;
(8) set standards for energy efficiency for school construction and major
maintenance to provide energy efficiency benefits for all school locations in the state and
that address energy efficiency in design and energy systems that minimize long-term
energy and operating costs.
This enacting legislation provides broad authority for the BR&GR Committee, through DEED,
to develop criteria to achieve cost-effective school construction, to recommend processes for
funding approval, and to set standards addressing energy efficient design and systems. In this
report, the BR&GR Committee is proposing the development of criteria, standards, and
processes based on 12 recommendations from three designated subcommittees: the
Commissioning Subcommittee, the Design Ratios Subcommittee, and the Model Alaskan School
Subcommittee. The recommendations have been through an initial 30-day public comment
period. Portions of these proposals anticipate amendment of statute by the legislature. Others
would require adoption of regulations by the State Board of Education.
The BR&GR Committee is aware of legislation being considered by the 30th Legislature
regarding school construction energy efficiency standards, which would require the development
of a series of standards and requirements affecting eligibility for an allocation of fiscal resources
to school capital projects funded through AS 14.11, both grant and debt reimbursement. Major
elements of the legislation include: 1) establishing a regionally-based maximum cost per square
foot amounts for school projects, 2) establishing requirements for commissioning of school
projects, 3) establishing standardized systems and components for many building systems, and
4) consideration of establishing a maintenance team to assist districts in maintaining standard
systems.
Process
During scheduling of future work products at a BR&GR Committee work session in the spring
of 2017, a legislative member of the committee suggested that, due to topics under consideration
by the legislature, the committee move up proposed work on cost-effective school construction
criteria in order to assist the legislature in its deliberations on that subject. As a base point, the
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BR&GR Committee reviewed prior earlier work by the committee, including adoption of the
ASHRAE 90.1 energy standard. Identifying areas most likely to provide more immediate and
long-term cost savings to the state and districts, the committee formed three subcommittees
addressing commissioning, design ratios, and a model Alaskan school. DEED solicited
involvement by interested industry partners and school district personnel for each of the
subcommittees. The subcommittees met throughout the summer and into autumn collecting data
and developing recommended criteria. The BR&GR Committee put the draft subcommittee
recommendations out for a month long public comment period and DEED provided
announcements to school districts, other state entities, and industry and trade organizations to
request feedback; a limited amount of comments were received, but the perspectives represent
diverse segments of the state (see Appendix B).
Proposed Criteria, Standards, and Processes
The BR&GR Committee has reviewed and adopted, by majority vote, each subcommittee’s
recommendations and their associated implementation strategies and is proposing the following
criteria, standards, and processes (hereafter referred to as “criteria”) in accordance with
AS 14.11.013:
Criteria #1 (Commissioning Recommendation #1)
In support of cost-effective school construction, adopt standards for commissioning of
building systems in new schools, major additions, and major renovations constructed
with state aid. Standards should assist the department in ensuring school projects meet
required energy standards.
Criteria #2 (Commissioning Recommendation #2)
Commissioning funded with state aid should be accomplished by a qualified
commissioning agent/authority (CxA). The base requirement for a CxA should be an
industry-recognized certification but options should be available for alternate
qualifications sufficient to help guide the district to the desired level of Cx appropriate for
the given project.
Criteria #3 (Commissioning Recommendation #3)
In support of cost-effective school construction, develop and adopt criteria for
commissioning in five areas: mechanical, fuel oil, electrical, controls, and building
envelope. Criteria should be provided as tools for districts to use in contracting for Cx
services or for performing Cx in-house when permitted. [Note: actionable criteria
developed under this item has been completed and is available for review on pages 11 –
16 of this report.]
Criteria #4 (Design Ratios Recommendation #1)
Adopt the Alaska Climate Zones established by the Alaska Building Energy Efficiency
Standard (BEES), and used by the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation, to differentiate
allowable ratio ranges, and to support other cost-effective school construction standards
as needed. [Note: a graphic showing the proposed climate zones is available for review
on page 27 of this report.]
Criteria #5 (Design Ratios Recommendation #2)
Implement a school design ratio of Openings Area to Exterior Wall Area (O:EW).
Opening Area defined as “the square footage of all windows, doors, and translucent
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panels measured to the outside of their frame elements”. Exterior Wall Area defined as
“the square footage of the exterior vertical enclosure, inclusive of all openings”.
Criteria #6 (Design Ratios Recommendation #3)
Implement a school design ratio of Building Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage
(FPA:GSF). Building Footprint is defined as “the conditioned square footage measured
from the exterior wall face at the lowest floor of the building projected vertically down to
a single plane; does not include crawl spaces or areas for building system distribution”.
Gross Square Footage is defined as “all normally occupied conditioned square footage as
measured to the exterior wall face; does not include crawl spaces or areas for building
system distribution”. This ratio would be applied to facilities in excess of 30,000 GSF.
Criteria #7 (Design Ratios Recommendation #4)
Implement a school design ratio of Building Volume to Net Floor Area (V:NSF).
Building Volume is defined as “all conditioned cubic square footage within a building’s
vapor retarder or elements acting as a vapor retarder at the exterior wall, roof or soffit”.
Net Floor Area or Net Square Footage is defined as “all normally occupied conditioned
square footage as measured to the inside face of walls; does not include crawl spaces or
areas for building system distribution”.
Criteria #8 (Design Ratios Recommendation #5)
Implement a school design ratio of Building Volume to Exterior Surface Area (V:ES).
Building Volume is defined as “all conditioned cubic square footage within a building’s
vapor retarder or elements acting as a vapor retarder at the exterior wall, roof, or soffit”.
Exterior Surface Area is defined as “square footage of wall, roof, or underbuilding soffit
system at the line of the exterior air barrier or outward most element acting as an air
barrier surrounding conditioned space”.
Criteria #9 (Model Alaskan School Recommendation #1)
Further develop the Program Demand Cost Model instead of pursuing a state-mandated
cost-per-square-foot standard. Actions would include: a) defining/updating geographic
cost factors, b) adding detail to the 4.XX Site Work elements, and c) adding detail to the
11.XX Renovation elements.
Criteria #10 (Model Alaskan School Recommendation #2)
Establish a process of reviewing and regularly updating school costs within the Cost
Model so that those updates become researched, vetted, and intentional. Vetting could
occur as a function of the BR&GR committee or a broader working group, if deemed
necessary.
Criteria #11 (Model Alaskan School Recommendation #3)
Develop Model Alaskan School standards by building system (ref. DEED Cost Format)
to establish the quality and/or quantity of system components needed to ensure costeffective school construction across the state. Subcommittee resource items 3 and 4 are
working drafts.
Criteria #12 (Model Alaskan School Recommendation #4)
As part of describing a Model School that supports an adequate education, as contrasted
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to a maximum education, identify school elements that do not further the core
educational mission of the school. These would be elements that are used seasonally or
intermittently, benefit a smaller portion of the students, or benefit the community after
school hours. The state may choose not to fund these elements, or to fund them at a
reduced rate, with the community contributing to the costs.
The BR&GR Committee believes that the preceding criteria, as supported and further developed
in this report, establish appropriate, targeted elements that will ensure state aid for school capital
projects in Alaska supports adequate school facilities that can be planned, constructed, operated,
and maintained in a cost-effective manner. The BR&GR Committee acknowledges there are
more comprehensive standards and criteria available in the industry for assessing the full range
of school building performance against broad sustainability standards. While it may be
appropriate at some future date to adopt such standards—especially as their applicability to
Alaskan schools continues to be developed—the BR&GR Committee believes a more targeted,
Alaska-specific approach to construction standards, design criteria, and eligibility processes will
provide the most direct and intended results.
Implementation
It is envisioned that the proposed criteria, standards, and processes be implemented primarily
through regulation. Criteria #12 is envisioned as being established in statute with allowance for
possible additional development by DEED in regulation if needed. Since, in some instances,
criteria documents will require updating annually (e.g., cost standards, model school systems,
etc.) appropriate strategies and language will need to be incorporated to permit this.
Furthermore, the standards will be placed in law and administrative code, and not offered as
guidance for optional use, so it is essential that they be clear, accurate, and sustainable. To that
end, this report identifies a variety of implementation strategies that can be summarized as
follows:
BR&GR Subcommittee Efforts
The subcommittees, which were formed to include expertise and leadership from
BR&GR Committee members, technical and administrative assistance from DEED staff,
and professional knowledge and experience from industry partners, will continue to
synthesize research, data, public input, and other factors and will draft recommended
regulation language and definitions. Subcommittees will also take responsibility for
drafting statements of services for necessary consultant support.
BR&GR Committee Efforts
The BR&GR Committee will continue to provide oversight and will make final proposals
to DEED and to the State Board of Education regarding criteria, standards, and processes.
The Committee will also approve, as needed, additional subcommittee members as may
be proposed by subcommittees. The BR&GR Committee may also make formal requests
for input and coordination from other stakeholders as may be needed.
DEED Staff Efforts
DEED staff will draft standards within its areas of expertise and will provide
administrative support including solicitation and management of consultant services.
Staff will also manage the process of creating or modifying regulations through its
normal roles in support of State Board of Education action.
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Industry Partners & Stakeholder Efforts
Industry partners and other stakeholders, as may be willing and interested, will participate
in identified subcommittee and BR&GR Committee efforts. These could include trade
and professional organizations such as the Association for Learning Environments
(A4LE), Alaska Energy Efficiency Partnership (AEEP), etc. or individuals.
Consultant Efforts
Seven of the 12 proposed criteria need either special expertise or dedicated time not
available within the subcommittee, BR&GR Committee, or department structure. The
services identified are primarily cost analysis and energy modeling. A feasibility study of
system and component standards also requires some expertise in organizational structure.
Consultant services will be managed by DEED on behalf of the BR&GR Committee.
State Board of Education Efforts
All regulations promulgated by DEED must be approved by the State Board of
Education. The State Board of Education will consider public comment and DEED
recommendations when taking action on proposed regulations. On occasion, when
deemed necessary by the State Board of Education, work sessions have been required
which could involve any appropriate stakeholders.
Legislative Action
In order to support the implementation of these criteria, standards, and processes, the BR&GR
Committee requests that the legislature amend AS 14.11.013(d) and AS 14.11.100(h) to expand
the list of school facility features that are not eligible for state aid, or would be eligible at a
reduced rate (See Model School Recommendation #4, Subcommittee Resource #9). Statutory
language could be detailed, listing specific features, or could identify categories of features and
allow or require further definition by DEED, the BR&GR Committee, or by regulation.
Department Action
The BR&GR Committee requests that the DEED Facilities staff solicit, award, and manage the
various service contracts recommended to validate and define specific variables as noted.
The BR&GR Committee requests additional work by DEED Facilities staff on legacy documents
related to Criteria #11 that the section has been working on over the course of several years.
Estimated Costs
To fully implement the criteria, standards, and processes identified in this report, the BR&GR
Committee anticipates a need for approximately $276,200 in one-time expenditures beyond the
current costs of the department’s staff and supporting costs for committee activity. The
additional costs are primarily for professional service contracts for energy modeling, cost
estimating, and feasibility study services to refine the proposed criteria identified in the report.
These services will ensure that the specific requirements will provide a balance between energy
efficient and cost-effective design, durable construction, and district choice of educational
program requirements. It is anticipated that there will be $24,000 in annual costs for service
contracts to maintain the Cost Model tool and provide updates of geographic cost factors.
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Conclusion
The BR&GR Committee is actively and willingly engaged in accomplishing its statutorily
assigned duties in the area of cost-effective school construction criteria, energy efficiency
standards, and capital funding eligibility processes. Building on efforts initiated a decade ago,
the BR&GR Committee has researched and developed 12 proposed criteria that could be used to
guide school facility planning, design, construction, and operation to ensure Alaska’s resources
are used to provide high performing, cost-effective school facilities.
Although led by the BR&GR Committee, this effort requires the input and assistance of
individuals and groups with specific knowledge and experience. Many of them are already
providing their resources and time to the benefit of students and teachers statewide.
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Commissioning Subcommittee
Recommendations for Cost-Effective School Construction Criteria
November 30, 2017
Subcommittee Members
BR&GR Committee: Mark Langberg (chair); Bill Murdock
Department Staff: Wayne Marquis
Industry Partners: JaDee Moncur, Support Services of Alaska; Craig Fredeen, Cold Climate
Engineering; Brittany Hartmann, Legislative Staff
Purpose of Subcommittee
Under AS 14.11.014(b)(3), propose standards and criteria for commissioning of school projects
with state-aid; identify costs for appropriate allocation of resources.
Subcommittee Activity
The subcommittee met throughout the summer to discuss commissioning issues. In addition to
acknowledging the preceding purpose-statement, the subcommittee reviewed and adopted the
following mission statement (Subcommittee Resource #2):
To provide minimum criteria and expectations to test the performance of a
school’s mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fuel, controls and envelope systems; to
promote energy efficiency of the school and save operational costs over the life of
the building.
Building commissioning (Cx) was recognized as adding value to a school district’s overall
mission of education by maximizing the operational efficiency of its school facilities. Since Cx
is building-specific, benefits are also gained at the individual school level. The subcommittee
reviewed Cx protocols and practices and determined that Cx criteria should be developed in the
following broad categories: mechanical, fuel oil, electrical, controls, and building envelope.
Other focus areas of subcommittee review included:
 Responsibilities that are common to commissioning agents/authorities (CxA) – Cx tasks
can cross traditional disciplines (e.g., building controls (mechanical), building envelope
(architectural), etc.). Qualifications and certifications are becoming important.
 Standards and certifications for CxA – as Cx transitions from a specialty to a dedicated
profession, there are a growing number of professional and trade associations offering
certifications in this area.
 The points in a facility’s life-cycle where Cx can be effective – Cx has traditionally been
tied to the closeout of capital projects; however, the emergence of retro-Cx has brought
attention to the value of ongoing Cx throughout the building life-cycle.
Recommendations
The following subcommittee recommendations are proposed for consideration by the BR&GR
committee for inclusion in a December report to the Alaska state legislature. In the October 13
version of these recommendations, the subcommittee included specific requests for comments on
its recommendations and welcomed all comments on potential implementation of Cx standards
BR&GR CRITERIA FOR COST-EFFECTIVE SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
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for school construction. The subcommittee reviewed comments received during the public
comment period. Comments were considered and as appropriate incorporated in the work of the
committee. Responses to the comments are provided in a separate document. Topic-specific
comments and subcommittee responses have been included as an attachment to the
recommendations.
Recommendation #1
In support of cost-effective school construction, adopt standards for Cx of building
systems in new schools, major additions, and major renovations constructed with state
aid. Standards should assist the department in ensuring school projects meet required
energy standards.
Basis: The value of Cx increases with the complexity of the systems in a facility. Since the
complexity of school capital projects with state aid ranges from simple to complex, Cx should
generally only be required on new schools, major additions, and major renovations. There may
be smaller projects, focused on one or more of these broad categories of systems, which would
be appropriate to be commissioned. Since Cx is a growing field and is touching more and more
building systems, required Cx standards (in support of cost-effective school construction) should
focus on Cx elements related to meeting required energy standards.
Implementation Strategy:
Several strategies were considered, as listed below. Since the Cx subcommittee thinks the work
is mostly complete, the suggested course of action is to have the subcommittee complete the
editing of the documents that will become the Cx guidelines.
Item 1 – Cx Subcommittee to develop (or identify currently available) definitions of which
projects will require Cx (i.e., new schools, major additions, and major renovations).
The subcommittee will also consider exceptions or possible broadened categories if
warranted based on research and stakeholder input.
Item 2 – Finalize standards via regulation, amendment to existing handbook(s), or new
handbook, as needed, to establish when Cx will be required on school capital projects
with state aid. Cx Subcommittee to make recommendations to the BR&GR. BR&GR
to make recommendations to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the
administrative process of regulation development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #2
Cx funded with state aid should be accomplished by a qualified CxA. The base
requirement for a CxA should be an industry-recognized certification but options should
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be available for alternate qualifications sufficient to help guide the district to the desired
level of Cx appropriate for the given project.
Basis: Certifications can be helpful in establishing credentials and high standards should be the
norm. However, certain conditions may require flexibility and an alternate path to establishing
qualifications on a project-basis.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Develop language establishing required certifications and align with project categories
developed under Recommendation #1. Cx Subcommittee to develop initial criteria
with assistance that may be available from industry (see comments attached). BR&GR
to review and revise.
Item 2 – Finalize standards via regulation, amendment to existing handbook(s), or new
handbook, as needed, to establish when Cx will be required on school capital projects
with state aid. Cx Subcommittee to make recommendations to the BR&GR. BR&GR
to make recommendations to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the
administrative process of regulation development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #3
In support of cost-effective school construction, develop and adopt criteria for Cx in five
areas: mechanical, fuel oil, electrical, controls, and building envelope. Criteria should be
provided as tools for districts to use in contracting for Cx services or for performing Cx
in-house when permitted.
Basis: Minimum standards for Cx criteria, updated on a regular basis to conform to industry best
practices and current building systems, will provide a basis for the state aid. Standards define
expectations and result in greater clarity and equity across all projects.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Complete outline Cx criteria for the five building system areas. Subcommittee to
develop outline-level standards with assistance that may be available from industry (see
comments attached). BR&GR to review and revise.
Item 2 – Conduct an independent feasibility analysis and cost-benefit analysis on the
development of the outline-level standards into a comprehensive set of state-level Cx
Criteria standards. Cost evaluation should include impacts on both operating costs and
first costs of facilities. Cx Subcommittee to develop statement of services; DEED
Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract; BR&GR to review and make
recommendations.
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Item 3 – If supported, finalize standards into either an existing or new department handbook.
Implement the use of the handbook through regulation.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee.
Item 2 – $15,000 (allows for approximately 60 hours of research and documentation plus
expenses).
Item 3 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee.

Subcommittee Resources
The resources below were researched or developed during the subcommittee process and
informed the recommendations of the committee. The majority of these documents are available
in prior BR&GR committee packets for review (https://education.alaska.gov/Facilities/BRGR/).
Certain items are attached or provided in the Appendices, as noted, for simplicity in reviewing
the recommendations.
1. Meeting Notes/Recordings
2. Mission Statement
3. Commissioning General Overview – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
4. Mechanical Systems Commissioning – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
5. Fuel Oil Systems Commissioning – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
6. Electrical Systems Commissioning – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
7. Control Systems Commissioning – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
8. Building Envelope Commissioning – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
9. Building Envelope Commissioning CSI Spec – 11-29-17 Draft (Attached)
10. Committee Response to Public Comments (Attached)
11. Public Comments (See Appendix B)
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COMMISSIONING GENERAL OVERVIEW
Commissioning shall be the responsibility of a single person charged with organizing and
leading the commissioning efforts for the project.
Commissioning Agent/Authority (CxA):





Be certified in commissioning from ASHRAE, Building Commissioning Association
(BCxA), or other recognized standards organization.
Ideally, should be an independent third party, or
Could be a member of the design team, or
If appropriate, could be an employee of the school district (consistent with district’s
commissioning policy)

CxA Responsibilities may include the following (as determined by contract requirements):










Coordinate commissioning of the mechanical, electrical, fuel oil, controls, and building
envelope commissioning sections.
Coordinate with Contractor’s Commissioning Representative (CCR) and commissioning
team.
Create a Commissioning Plan
Create commissioning checklists
Create Functional Performance Tests
Witness the Functional Performance Testing
Work to resolve issues found during commissioning
Create Commissioning Report
Coordinate with owner maintenance personnel for training
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING
Mechanical Systems to be commissioned include:












All life safety interlocks and safeties including but not limited to
o Boiler safeties, emergency shut-down
o Combustion air systems
o Duct smoke detectors and associated code shut-downs
o Smoke damper activation
o Fire suppression systems including fire water storage and suppression activation.
These may be delegated to Authority Having Jurisdiction review and approval.
General
o Occupied modes and unoccupied mode operation for all systems
o Remote monitoring and alarm generation
Plumbing System
o DEC regulated system parameters are maintained
o Facility domestic water supply (well pump, storage, etc) function
o Domestic hot water generation, tempering valve operation, high temperature
alarm
Heating System
o Hydronic system supply temperature control including heat plant operation
o Distribution system control including circulation pump operation and failure
sequences
o Terminal heating unit operation including room temperature control
Ventilation System
o All damper positions to be visually verified during operation
o Central ventilation unit controls
 Fan operation
 Outside air, return, and relief air damper operation
 Air temperature control including coil operation
 Demand ventilation control sequences
o Terminal ventilation unit operation
o Building pressurization controls
o Exhaust air operation
o Combustion air
Specialty Equipment (specify)
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FUEL OIL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING
Fuel Oil Systems Commissioned Outline:


Prior to Functional Performance Testing
o Fill up tanks
o Verify tank vents operating properly
o Test Hi / Low level, leak detection and overflow alarms
o Test circulation pumps operation (supply and return)



General
o All sequences will be tested as approved by the designer
o Alarm generation and remote monitoring (when present) will be demonstrated



Commissioning Authority (CxA)
o Should be independent third party
o Create all Functional Performance Tests
o Be on site during Functional Performance Testing
o Create Commissioning (Cx) Report



Controls
o Must provide support for Functional Performance Testing
o Provide Functional Performance Testing results for review



Fuel Oil Systems to be commissioned
o All standalone controlled devices
o All Direct Digital Control (DDC) controlled devices (when present)
o Large and small day tank controls integration
o All other systems as noted in the Mechanical, Electrical, Controls, and Building
Envelope commissioning sections
o Specialty Equipment (specify)
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING
Coordinate commissioning of this section with other systems as noted in the mechanical, fuel oil
and controls commissioning sections.
Basic Electrical Systems to be commissioned include:











Uninterruptible Power Supply
Standby/Emergency Generator System
Auto Transfer Switch – Standby
Auto Transfer Switch – Emergency
Grounding Systems – Power / Telecom
Motor Starters / Variable Speed Drives (VSD)
Lighting Control Systems
Lighting Fixtures
Secondary Transformers
Electrical Distribution Equipment

When included as part of the project, electrical Special Systems to be commissioned may
include:











Fire Alarm System
Security Systems
Closed Circuit Television
Audio Video Systems
Paging System
Intercom System
Entry Intercom System
Telecom Distribution System
Telecom Optical Fiber Distribution System
Specialty Equipment (specify)
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BUILDING ENVELOPE COMMISSIONING
Mandatory building envelope testing shall apply to the following types of construction:





New facilities
Additions over 2,000 SF
o Testing to be limited to the addition.
o Testing may be waived by DEED if logistics of isolating the addition for testing
are deemed impractical.
Major renovations to building envelope as deemed by DEED.

Building envelope commissioning shall include:


The air leakage rate of the building envelope shall not exceed 0.40 cfm/SF at a pressure
differential of 0.3 inches water gauge (75 Pa) in accordance with ASTM E 779 or an
equivalent method approved by DEED.

Recommended testing includes the following:



A vapor barrier integrity visual inspection be completed prior to installation of interior
finishes.
Thermal imaging testing of the building envelope.

A guide CSI Specification is available from DEED to provide owners and designers
recommendations for how to complete the air leakage and thermal imaging testing.
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BUILDING ENVELOPE Cx SPECIFICATION
1.01

RELATED DOCUMENTS
A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and
Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this
Section.

1.02

SUMMARY
A. Section includes:
1. Infrared Inspection of Building Envelopes
B. Related Sections:
1. Exterior doors and jambs
2. Exterior windows
3. Vapor retarder
4. Air Barriers
5. Sill Sealer
6. Sealants
7. Insulated-core Metal Wall Panels
8. Metal roof panels
9. Structural insulated panels

1.03

QUALITY ASSURANCE

PART 2-PRODUCTS
2.01

INFRARED CAMERA/GUN

PART 3-EXECUTION
3.01 PREPARATION
A. Ensure building envelope is completed including all related items from 1.02, B.
B. Prior to inspection building shall be brought to temperature for a minimum of
48 hours.
C. Test requires a minimum difference in temperature between ambient air and building
interior of 18 degrees Fahrenheit.
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PUBLIC COMMENT RECEIVED

BR&GR RESPONSE

General Comments
Commissioning definitely has merit, but why
isn’t it already included in the final inspection
activities? Shouldn’t the design team already
verify that the building functions as intended
before signing off? The reality is their fees are
not high enough to cover that level of inspection.
(ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

Commissioning (Cx) is not just a final inspection
activity, but one that occurs throughout the
project. Cx has become its own specialty in
many ways. This is in response to the increasing
complexity of inter-related building systems and
the inclusion of an increasing array of building
performance sensors and controls. Typical
construction phase services have the design team
members certify the contract required
construction of a building but not its operation.
Fees, as noted, are one issue but services (scope)
and credentials are also important pieces. The
typical design fees are not high enough to include
Cx, unless it is specifically included in the
negotiations.

Commissioning can provide overall
environmental with long-term cost benefits and
should be included as a design/construction
standard service. (ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

Thank you for the support. Continued efforts
will be made to assess the cost-benefits of Cx.

Commissioning of existing facilities with
funding to correct deficiencies should be
considered as the benefits to the ongoing
maintenance and operational costs would be
significant. (ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

Though included as a focus area in subcommittee
review, we did not specifically address Cx
efforts outside of a capital project. Retro-Cx, as
that is often called, could be implemented within
district M&O budgets. The guidelines under our
recommendations would be a useful resource for
that effort.

The recommendation should use more refined
definitions of terms and specific goals for those
terms, such as in commissioning.
(ref. TFenoseff, 11-15-17)

We concur; terms used within any standards will
need to be very clear.

Recommendation #1 (Adopt Commissioning Standards)
What are the specific goals for savings as a result
of commissioning (i.e. initial cost of
construction, target percentage of first cost, target
percent of life cycle cost, etc.)? Once defined,
this may inform when and if commissioning
should be required. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Cx can save on both initial cost and create longterm savings. It may not be realistic to try to
target a percentage without further research to
determine relevant benchmarks. Continued
efforts will be made to assess the cost-benefits of
Cx.
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Recommendation #2 (Qualified Commissioning Agent/Authority)
Criteria should take into consideration the
availability of human resources, and specifically,
practical level of credentialing.
(ref. TFenoseff, 11-15-17 & KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Person doing Cx should be accredited and have
relevant experience, in order to better serve the
needs of the Owner. The committee recognizes
the current limited number of accredited Cx
agents in the state. Accreditation is
recommended but may not be necessary due to
the size and complexity of the project.
Implementation of these recommendations will
further review the level of credentials and on
what size of project those credentials will be
required.

School districts outside of urban areas may
struggle to retain credentialed Cx entities;
increased in overall life cycle costs associated
with non-local CxA who may perform
commissioning in lieu of local entities should be
considered. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

The committee recognizes the current limited
number of accredited Cx agents in the state.
Implementation of these recommendations will
further review the level of credentials and on
what size of project those credentials will be
required.

General Overview: “...be the responsibility of a
‘single person’...”? (ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)

Though Cx might be accomplished by a team of
people, a single person needs to be coordinating
and leading the effort.

Recommendation #3 (Develop and Adopt Criteria for Commissioning)
Building Envelope - Potential exists for an
incomplete building envelope upgrade to occur
(i.e. reroof with portion of exterior walls
receiving upgrades, but not all; consider how to
test and/or measure outcomes on partial building
envelope upgrades. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

We concur that the level of Cx / testing should be
commensurate with the type of the project.
Implementation of these recommendations will
further review how to target Cx requirements to
the partial upgrade/building addition project type.
Currently, per Recommendation #1, only new
schools, major additions, and major renovations
are slated for required Cx.
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Draft Standards (Committee Resource Items 3 – 9)
Cx General Overview document comments. (ref.
KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) Introduces financial stakeholder services
2) Very weak language (in ref. to “could be”)
3) Need org chart (in ref. to commissioning team)
4) Flesh out documentation (in ref. to commissioning
report)

Mechanical Systems Cx document comments.
(ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) AHJ should not be abbreviated
2) Grammar correction at “Occupied modes . . .”)
3) Notes on combustion air (in ref. to HVAC systems)

Fuel Oil Systems Cx document comments.
(ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) Vents properly operating (in ref. to Fill up tanks)
2) Does this specify certain equipment or is the
standard now on standalone equipment? (in ref. to
Functional Performance Testing)

Electrical Systems Cx document comments.
(ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) Intercom (in ref. to Paging System)
2) Specialty Equipment; Shop (in ref. to a possible
missing system)

Controls Systems Cx document comments.
(ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) And written into as-builts (in ref. to a log of
changes to sequence of operations)
2) Should be required if type of work in contract (in
ref. to Test and Balance Verification)

Building Envelope specification document
comments. (ref. KHeusser, 11-15-17)
1) Certified building commissioning professional?
(in ref. to thermographer qualifications)
2) Radiant systems may take a while to reach stasis
(in ref. to a 48hr acclimatization requirement)
3) Suggest make round 20 deg. F (in ref. to delta
between ambient and building temps)
4) Flesh out documentation (in ref. to commissioning
report)

Thank you for the input. “CxA” bullet items were
revised based on comments 1 and 2. Comments
3 and 4 are project specific and do not need to be
addressed in detail by this subcommittee.

Thank you for the input. The three comments
were incorporated into revisions to the document.

Thank you for the input. The first comment was
incorporated into revisions to the document.
Regarding performance testing of equipment, this
is envisioned for both standalone and integrated
controls.
Thank you for the input. The two comments
were incorporated into revisions to the document.

Thank you for the input. The first comment was
incorporated into revisions to the document.
We concur, generally, but leave project specific
contractual requirements of work to be
established by the Owner.
Thanks you for the input.
At 1.04 A.1.: The “Level II certification” will be
clarified to incorporate the certifying
organization.
At 3.01 B.: A generic sentence was added to
incorporate this comment. A temperature
differential should be established on the basis of
a workable minimum. Currently we understand
that to be 18 degrees F.
Note: this spec is still a work in progress, so
additional updates will be forthcoming.
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Design Ratios Subcommittee
Recommendations for Cost-Effective School Construction Criteria
November 30, 2017
Subcommittee Members
BR&GR Committee: Dale Smythe (chair); Robert Tucker; Rep. Sam Kito III
Department Staff: Tim Mearig; Larry Morris; Lori Weed
Industry Partners: Ryan Butte, LKSD; Ezra Gutschow, Coffman Engineers;
Brittany Hartman, Legislative Staff
Purpose of Subcommittee
Under AS 14.11.014(b)(3), evaluate and propose construction design ratio guidelines for use by
the department, school districts, and the design community to design new and renovated school
facilities to reduce first cost (construction) and long-term cost (operation).
Subcommittee Activity
The subcommittee met throughout the summer to discuss types of design ratios and the
magnitude of potential savings in a variety of climatic areas. The subcommittee aimed for
design ratio guidelines that would be straightforward for design professionals, district staff, and
the department to be able to interpret and review; would achieve measurable savings for first
costs and operational costs; would not repeat or contradict existing laws and regulations; and
would not unduly limit educational delivery or program formats.
Major influencing factors on the first cost and operational cost of Alaskan schools is the amount,
size, and arrangement of the building’s roof, spaces, windows, and doors. While the largest
influences on total cost are a school’s location, the price of energy, and how the building is
operated; control of these elements is outside of the consideration of this subcommittee. Any
ratio guideline that reduces heating requirements will have a dramatically different cost impact to
a facility located in an area with cold temperatures and high price for energy.
Current design technology makes gathering design element data significantly easier, the proposed
design guidelines should be able to be implemented without undue burden on stakeholders.
Other focus areas of subcommittee review included:
 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), a widely used green building
rating system. LEED provides for a wide variety of trade-offs, not all of which are
applicable throughout the state and do not directly affect first costs or operational costs.
 Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS), focuses on high performance
features for benefits associated with improved health, productivity and student
performance, decreased operating costs, and increased energy savings. CHPS, like
LEED, is holistic in nature, requiring measurements across the full spectrum of
sustainability practices, some of which may be less applicable to Alaska. It does not
provide for targeted or incremental standards—it’s an “all-in” approach. It also requires
significant investment and involves third-party oversight.
 Existing climatic zone designations for Alaska. Reviews included climatic zone
definitions by IECC/ASHRAE, Alaska BEES, and USGS.
 Aspect design ratio (building’s length and width); found to be difficult to apply to all
school sizes.
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Solar orientation ratio; found to be too controlling, limited savings potential, and difficult
to implement.
Ratios addressing mechanical systems were discussed as a possibility for future
committees, but outside of the committee’s current scope of review; potentially
interconnecting with the commissioning subcommittee.

The subcommittee gathered information from relatively current constructed school designs to
create a bracketed range of existing conditions for consideration relative to possible guideline
ratios. This information will continue to be updated, refined and examined as an information
source.
The subcommittee has also begun the effort of creating energy use models to illustrate
differences between the proposed ratios. Currently under development are models for one- and
two-story massing types in each of the four BEES climate zones. The goal of this effort is to
gather rough order of magnitude operational cost differences. It will consider a 30-year time
span based on local fuel prices and typical escalation. The intent is to inform the subcommittee
of the potential value of a guideline implementation.
The intent of the recommended ratios is to encourage building compactness and to limit heat loss
through the envelope and envelope openings. The subcommittee also believes that these ratios
may result in savings in the area of initial capital costs.
Recommendations
The following subcommittee recommendations are proposed for consideration by the BR&GR
committee for inclusion in a December report to the Alaska state legislature. In the October 13
version of these recommendations, the subcommittee included specific requests for comments on
its recommendations and welcomed all comments on potential implementation of design ratios
for school construction. The subcommittee reviewed comments received during the public
comment period. Comments received provided the subcommittee with both a general reaction to
the concept of developing standards for design ratios and feedback specific to the
subcommittee’s five recommendations. The comments demonstrated a need to ensure design
ratio standards are based on solid research and computations. A positive response to several of
the proposed ratios was received from one school district but concern was expressed about the
ability to create these standards versus adoption published standards from other entities. Topicspecific comments and subcommittee responses have been included as an attachment to these
recommendations.
Recommendation #1
Adopt the Alaska Climate Zones established by the Alaska Building Energy Efficiency
Standard (BEES), and used by the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation, to differentiate
allowable ratio ranges, and to support other cost-effective school construction standards
as needed.
Basis: The subcommittee sought to identify pre-existing and accepted climate designations.
Although the Department of Education & Early Development has adopted the ASHRAE 90.1
energy standard, the standard only identifies two climatic regions in Alaska. The four climate
zones adopted by BEES offers more flexibility when establishing design ratio ranges and other
cost-effective school construction standards.
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Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Subcommittee to confirm the availability of the BEES standards for use in Design Ratio
standards development (i.e., permission from standards author, frequency and process
for updates, etc.)
Item 2 – Subcommittee and BR&GR to ensure there is a clear differentiation between when
BEES would be used for a school project with state aid, and when ASHRAE 90.1
would be used.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #2
Implement a school design ratio of Openings Area to Exterior Wall Area (O:EW).
Opening Area defined as “the square footage of all windows, doors, and translucent
panels measured to the outside of their frame elements”. Exterior Wall Area defined as
“the square footage of the exterior vertical enclosure, inclusive of all openings”.
Basis: The O:EW ratio is an indicator of envelope efficiency. Operational costs of a school
facility are highly influenced by heat loss through penetrations of the envelope. The comparison
is not meant to diminish the proven benefits of natural light on student performance. Current
ranges from the Recent School Projects Design Ratios Data Set are: Low – 3.99% to High –
49.37%.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Identify and solicit services; issue a contract for energy modeling services to determine
appropriate ratio ranges. Design Ratio Subcommittee to develop statement of services
with input as needed. DEED Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract. Compare
existing school ratios and annual energy use to define the most effective ratios.
Consider developing area specific ratios based on BEES regions.
Item 2 – Develop regulations, as needed, to establish use of the design ratios to establish eligible
cost limits for state aid of school capital projects. BR&GR to make recommendations
to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the administrative process of regulation
development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – $20,000 for energy modeling and data collection services (if combined with other
recommendations costs; solicit one contract for all four ratio recommendations for cost
savings).
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
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Recommendation #3
Implement a school design ratio of Building Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage
(FPA:GSF). Building Footprint is defined as “the conditioned square footage measured
from the exterior wall face at the lowest floor of the building projected vertically down to
a single plane; does not include crawl spaces or areas for building system distribution”.
Gross Square Footage is defined as “all normally occupied conditioned square footage as
measured to the exterior wall face; does not include crawl spaces or areas for building
system distribution”. This ratio would be applied to facilities in excess of 30,000 GSF.
Basis: The FPA:GSF ratio is an indicator of enclosure efficiency. This ratio is intended to incur
benefits relating to stacking (multi-story) efficiencies in school design. Minimum facility size is
partly to reflect practicalities of stacking space as well as the difficulties that may be experienced
by a smaller community in obtaining certified personnel to service an elevator, if required.
Current ranges from the Recent School Projects Design Ratios Data Set are: Low – 61.94% to
High – 99.34%.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Identify and solicit services; issue a contract for energy modeling services to determine
appropriate ratio ranges. Design Ratio Subcommittee to develop statement of services
with input as needed. DEED Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract.
Compare existing school ratios and annual energy use to define the most effective
ratios. Consider developing area specific ratios based on BEES regions.
Item 2 – Develop regulations, as needed, to establish use of the design ratios to establish eligible
cost limits for state aid of school capital projects. BR&GR to make recommendations
to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the administrative process of regulation
development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – $20,000 for energy modeling and data collection services (if combined with other
recommendations costs; solicit one contract for all four ratio recommendations for cost
savings).
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #4
Implement a school design ratio of Building Volume to Net Floor Area (V:NSF).
Building Volume is defined as “all conditioned cubic square footage within a building’s
vapor retarder or elements acting as a vapor retarder at the exterior wall, roof or soffit”.
Net Floor Area or Net Square Footage is defined as “all normally occupied conditioned
square footage as measured to the inside face of walls; does not include crawl spaces or
areas for building system distribution”.
Basis: The V:NSF ratio is an indicator of space efficiency. The volume of air being heated in a
school is a large factor of a facility’s operating costs. This ratio is intended to address the
amount of double-height volume in a facility. Current ranges from the Recent School Projects
Design Ratios Data Set are: Low – 1260.28% to High – 2158.93%.
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Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Identify and solicit services; issue a contract for energy modeling services to determine
appropriate ratio ranges. Design Ratio Subcommittee to develop statement of services
with input as needed. DEED Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract.
Compare existing school ratios and annual energy use to define the most effective
ratios. Consider developing area specific ratios based on BEES regions.
Item 2 – Develop regulations, as needed, to establish use of the design ratios to establish eligible
cost limits for state aid of school capital projects. BR&GR to make recommendations
to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the administrative process of regulation
development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – $20,000 for energy modeling and data collection services (if combined with other
recommendations costs; solicit one contract for all four ratio recommendations for cost
savings).
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #5
Implement a school design ratio of Building Volume to Exterior Surface Area (V:ES).
Building Volume is defined as “all conditioned cubic square footage within a building’s
vapor retarder or elements acting as a vapor retarder at the exterior wall, roof, or soffit”.
Exterior Surface Area is defined as “square footage of wall, roof, or underbuilding soffit
system at the line of the exterior air barrier or outward most element acting as an air
barrier surrounding conditioned space”.
Basis: The V:ES ratio is an indicator of building compactness. The compactness of a building
minimizes the heat loss through the envelope. [Note: Data for this ratio has not been developed
in the current version of the Recent School Projects Design Ratios Data Set.]
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Identify and solicit services; issue a contract for energy modeling services to determine
appropriate ratio ranges. Design Ratio Subcommittee to develop statement of services
with input as needed. DEED Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract.
Compare existing school ratios and annual energy use to define the most effective
ratios. Consider developing area specific ratios based on BEES regions.
Item 2 – Develop regulations, as needed, to establish use of the design ratios to establish eligible
cost limits for state aid of school capital projects. BR&GR to make recommendations
to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the administrative process of regulation
development.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – $20,000 for energy modeling and data collection services (if combined with other
recommendations costs; solicit one contract for all four ratio recommendations for cost
savings).
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Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.

Subcommittee Resources
The resources below were researched or developed during the subcommittee process and
informed the recommendations of the committee. The majority of these documents are available
in prior BR&GR committee packets for review (https://education.alaska.gov/Facilities/BRGR/).
Certain items are attached or provided in the Appendices, as noted, for simplicity in reviewing
the recommendations.
1. Meeting Notes/Recordings
2. Alaska BEES Climate Zone Map (Attached)
3. The Effect of Building Aspect Ratio on Energy Efficiency: A Case Study for Multi-Unit
Residential Buildings in Canada, Philip McKeen and Alan S. Fung.
4. Building Aspect Ratio, Kimberly Hickson, AIA, BNIM Architects.
5. The Function of Form: Building Shape and Energy, John Straube, Ph.D., P.Eng.
6. Energy Efficiency of Public Buildings in Alaska: Schools, Cold Climate Housing
Research Center, AHFC.
7. Design Guidance for Minneapolis Schools in Minneapolis, Minnesota
8. Recent School Projects Design Ratios Data Set, DEED. (Appendix A)
9. Energy Model Data: Building Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage (FPA:GSF)
(Appendix A)
10. Subcommittee September 6, 2017 Report to BR&GR
11. Committee Response to Public Comments (Attached)
12. Public Comments (Appendix B)
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Alaska Housing Finance Corporation. Energy Efficiency in
Public Buildings in Alaska: Schools. November 21, 2014.

Alaska Building Energy Efficiency Standards
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General Comments
What other northern design regions “best
practices” (Canada, Scandinavia) were
researched related to Design Ratios? The
research and decision-making data should reach
beyond Alaska, as there are many northern
design regions around the world employing highperformance northern school design.
(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Research included studies—national and
international—related to building form and
energy use. Where possible, focus was given to
northern climates and schools; however, some
reviewed studies included other latitudes and
building types. There was a surprisingly limited
amount of northern latitude school studies
available. Studies reviewed and referenced in
meetings are available on DEED’s BR&GR web
page.

An examination of ‘Design Ratios’ is very much
an examination of ‘best practices’ in basic design
methods applied to our variety of northern design
regions. To gain licensure in the state of Alaska,
architects must pass a licensing board-approved
supplemental course focusing on northern region
design. Consider how this course and potential
DEED requirements for Design Ratios overlap
and are synergistic, and/or conflict in any
manner. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Thank you. We will take care to consider this
possible overlap to the extent northern design
coursework is available for review. While the
concepts covered may align, it is unlikely that the
registration coursework identifies or implements
design ratio targets or standards. Design Ratios
are being considered because currently there are
no guidelines, regulation or code requirements
that influence building compactness in Alaska.
Window-to-wall ratios are considered in certain
municipalities and as a part of certain
certification but not required on state funded
schools.

Criteria for cost-effective school construction
should take into consideration availability of
human resources: qualified educational,
maintenance, and operations staff/recruiting.

Agreed, most of these variables will be addressed
in the companion Model Alaskan School
initiative.

(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

One of the most effective and simple to
implement means of encouraging more costeffective building envelopes is to change the
square footage matrix and to go back to
calculating school size using interior rather than
exterior dimension. (ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

We concur that better performing building
envelopes are typically thicker, which puts
pressure on the state’s school space allocation.
That issue is still to be considered and will be
outside of this effort.
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Washington State might provide a good role
model in looking at the process they used to
develop the Washington Sustainable Schools
Protocol Criteria for High-Performance Schools.
It would not be appropriate to adopt the
document itself but the result is viewed as a
positive tool for that state.
(ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

The subcommittee will review the Washington
State School Criteria for relatable concepts.

Much of what is discussed is simply daunting to
think about implementing and complying.
(ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

No more so than building owners and designers
complying with other high-performance building
criteria such as mentioned in the previous
comment. Fortunately, there are tools available
to assist in these analyses that easily produce the
information requested for straightforward review.

I believe it would have been beneficial for each
of the committees to have had representation
from both rural and urban educators. It is all too
easy to lose perspective that the main purpose of
these facilities is to support effective student
learning, and we need to look at sustainable
future trends and not necessarily continue to
support and maintain the current resourceconsuming facilities. This involves a big picture
statewide conversation as to future educational
delivery options based on Alaska’s fiscal reality.
(ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

Subcommittee makeup was open to interested
parties outside the BR&GR committee and the
department. Research of existing facilities
included urban and rural facilities.

I’d encourage a more performance-based
approach to design in lieu of an overly
prescriptive approach (design ratios) to meet
energy goals. (ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

Agreed; there is a place for performance-based
design. Performance-based standards were
reviewed such as those from USGBC, LEED,
and CHPS. To date, the subcommittee believes a
limited set of Alaska-specific criteria developed
on a prescriptive basis would work best.

The recommendation should use more refined
definitions of terms and specific goals for those
terms, such as in commissioning.
(ref. TFenoseff, 11-15-17)

We concur; terms used within any standards will
need to be very clear.
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Recommendation #1 (Adopt Alaska Building Energy Efficiency Standard Climate Zones)
Clarify if adoption of four BEES climate zones
would be substituted for the two climatic regions
noted in ASHRAE 90.1 or would ASHRAE 90.1
be replaced as the standard with BEES
exclusively. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

The intent of adopting the BEES climate zones is
to more specifically represent the different
climate zones as they influence facility design
priorities when comparing ratios only. The
current requirement to meet ASHRAE 90.1
would not change.

Recommendation #2 (Implement Design Ratio Openings Area to Exterior Wall Area)
I would be in favor of a lower O:EW ratio for
the following:
a. Natural light is extremely important but it
doesn’t take an entire exterior wall of
windows to give adequate light. I feel less
but strategically placed windows would offer
a quality interior natural light effect.

Thank you for the support. Natural light and
views to the exterior will remain important
factors for owners and designers to consider
within the energy-driven limitations of the
O:EW ratio.

b. In windy climates like [Bering Strait School
District] windows are one of our larger
maintenance expenses. We are continually
fixing mechanisms and experience full
failures as early as 15 years. The glass
vendors love us! Our most troubled areas are
classrooms with the entire exterior wall
length being window. The lack of framing
structure between each window creates a
weak point, that moves in the wind, which
loosens casings and loosens window edges
allowing argon to escape. We see this in quite
a few of our schools. With a lower O:EW
ratio designers may look at getting away from
continuous long banks of windows.

Thank you for the input. However, limiting
glazing with the O:EW design ratio would not
necessarily make up for missing framing.
Best practice related to that issue should be
incorporated in the proposed Model Alaskan
School criteria or in the district’s design
standards.

c. With LED lighting being used the cost of
offsetting natural lighting with electric
lighting isn’t as big of a deal. Also LED
replicates the spectrums of natural lighting
much better.

Thank you for the input.

d. And of course the difference between r-5 and
r-30 but as time factors in windows are not
their original r-value and leak.

Thank you for the input.

e. Less windows, less problems.
(GEckenweiler 11/9/2017)

Thank you for the input.
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What ‘best practices’ in educational design were
researched during the development of the
recommendation? In order to define “good”
versus “bad” of an effective range of O:EW ratio,
let’s be certain we understand as many
intimacies/impacts associated with example
projects as noted in “Recent School Project
Design Ratios Data Set”. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

We concur that in establishing allowable ranges
within each of these energy-centric design ratios,
impacts and trade-offs in other areas will need to
be considered. Using recent school project data
as a benchmark should go a long way toward
balancing best practices in education design. All
of the sample schools were unfettered by energydesign ratios as they met education design best
practice yet some clearly perform better from an
energy standpoint than others.

The concept of implementing a range of school
design ratio or O:EW needs to be weighed
against impact to student learning. Much health
research tells us that humans must have the
opportunity to connect visually and physically
with the outside. Even though there are many
months of darkness in Alaska, students and staff
should be afforded the opportunity to visually
connect with the natural environment, regardless
if its daylight or dark, i.e. windows. The human
connection between the built environment and
the natural environment is necessary for learning
and wellbeing. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Agreed; natural light and views to the exterior
will remain important factors for owners and
designers to consider within the energy-driven
limitations of the O:EW ratio.

Does this apply to new construction only, or
additions as well? (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

The implementation of design ratios in additions
or renovations has not been discussed in detail
but the subcommittee has recognized the
potential difficulty.

Recommendation #3 (Implement Design Ratio Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage)
Criteria for cost-effective school construction
should take into account the differences between
rural and urban cost of construction.
(ref. TFenoseff and KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Agreed; window and building compactness can
affect construction cost; however, the intent of
this effort was to consider both construction and
operation.

Consider differing levels of criteria for urban
versus rural conditions. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

While energy saving is greater considering the
price of energy, the goal of this is to reduce
energy use in any location.

The practice of design of an efficient building
footprint is a basic component of ‘good northern
design’. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Agreed; the intent of design ratio standards is to
ensure ‘good northern design’ for all schools
with state aid.
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PUBLIC COMMENT RECEIVED

BR&GR RESPONSE

Was 30,000 GSF as the trigger for FPA:GSF
ratio based on historical or contemporary typical
school footprints? Based on trigger of energy
loss to a footprint larger than this and therefore
an operational cost trigger? In Anchorage
School District, our current Ed Specs call for
nearly 70,000 GSF of space for an elementary
school, which represents our smallest school
facility in size; therefore, this FPA:GSF ratio
requirement would apply to all new schools
within ASD and (assuming) any additions to
schools if designed over 30,000GSF.

The 30,000 GSF trigger was based on the school
size above which there would typically be
12 classrooms or more. This was the point at
which a stacked classroom wing might be
feasible.

(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Recommendation #4 (Implement Design Ratio Building Volume to Net Floor Area)
The practice of design of efficient spatial
building volume is a basic component of ‘good
northern design’. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Agreed; the intent of design ratio standards is to
ensure ‘good northern design’ for all schools
with state aid.

Assuming building volume of concern is all
normally occupied conditioned space, not
unconditioned space - clarify.

Yes, the recommendation defines the volume
boundary as “all conditioned cubic square
footage . . .”.

(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Recommendation #5 (Implement Design Ratio Building Volume to Exterior Surface Area)
Maybe (V:ES) best defines the goals of these
three recommendations [(FPA:GSF), (V:NSF),
(V:ES)]. (GEckenweiler 11/9/2017)

Thank you for the input.

I would be in favor of a tighter ratio, which
would push simplistic building shapes in our
climate region.

Thank you for the input

a. When you live in windy NW AK
practicalities take over, especially in
construction, to a point where unpractical
stands out like a sore thumb.

Thank you for the input.

b. Rectangular, fewer wings, lower roof pitch and Thank you for the input.
fewer rooflines are all things folks deem as
practical. The local critics will quickly criticize
unpractical buildings and praise simplicity.
c. Keeping construction funds in the interiors of
the facility has a much greater positive impact
on educational environments.

Interesting perspective; thank you for the input.
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d. We have all seen some incredibly beautiful
designs utilizing simple shapes.
(GEckenweiler 11/9/2017)

Thank you for the input.

This criteria seems very similar to
Recommendation #4. Data not provided; needs
more clarity. (ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

The difference is between floor area and building
surface area as it relates to volume.

Assuming building volume of concern is all
normally occupied conditioned space, not
unconditioned space - clarify.

Yes, the recommendation defines the volume
boundary as “all conditioned cubic square
footage . . .”. The recommendation also responds
to buildings up on piles and the influence of
additional surface area.

(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)
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Recommendations for Cost-Effective School Construction Criteria
November 30, 2017
Subcommittee Members
BR&GR Committee: Doug Crevensten (chair); Don Hiley; Representative Sam Kito
Department Staff: Tim Mearig
Industry Partner(s): Dana Menendez, ASD; Brittany Hartmann, Legislative Staff
Purpose of subcommittee
Under AS 14.11.014(b)(3), propose elements and features of a Model Alaskan School that will
support an adequate education and for which state resources would be allocated.
Subcommittee Activity
The subcommittee met throughout the summer to discuss Model Alaskan School issues. Our
subcommittee could not define one particular Model Alaskan School due to the variances in
school construction demanded by Alaska’s vast geography and climate. However, it may well be
possible to define Model School standards that do define adequate Alaskan schools depending
on a particular region or set of circumstances, provide for more accurate project cost estimates,
and reduce project and operational costs.
Three questions seemed to reoccur in each meeting’s discussion:
 Can/should resource allocation using a Model School standard be accomplished by
establishing a cost-based framework?
 Can/should resource allocation using a Model School standard be accomplished by
establishing the quality and quantity of systems and components?
 Can/should resource allocation using a Model School standard be accomplished by
establishing program space allowances and/or space standards, and identifying school
elements not eligible for State funding?
This idea of developing a cost-based framework remained an active discussion throughout. The
state’s Program Demand Cost Model for Alaskan Schools (Cost Model) was identified early on
as a promising tool on which to base model school standards and resource allocation because it
identifies many elements in a school, and provides methods for establishing fairly accurate
estimates for new construction and renovation projects. (However, actual costs for schools can
only be determined through the design and construction process.)
Other focus areas of subcommittee review included:
 Shortcomings of the Cost Model and where it might be improved to better reflect Model
School standards and more accurately forecast costs.
 Defining the type, quality, and performance factors of Model Alaskan School systems—
these standards are currently not defined. This results in an ad hoc, wide variety of
systems and components of varying quality and cost.
 Usefulness of establishing Model School standards that define both the minimum
acceptable State-funded solution and the maximum acceptable State-funded solution.
 Elements of a school that are currently funded by the State that may be beyond the
definition of an “adequate education”.
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Alternatives to the Cost Model, such as the cost per square foot approach, and
prototypical schools.

Recommendations
The following subcommittee recommendations are proposed for consideration by the BR&GR
committee for inclusion in a December report to the Alaska state legislature. In the October 13
version of these recommendations, the subcommittee included specific requests for comments on
its recommendations and welcomed all comments on potential implementation of model Alaskan
school standards. The subcommittee reviewed comments received during the public comment
period. Comments received provided the subcommittee with both a general reaction to the
concept of developing standards for a model school and feedback specific to the subcommittee’s
four recommendations. The comments demonstrated a need to further differentiate between the
proposed model school standards and a prescribed prototype school, and to further develop
committee and stakeholder understanding about how model school standards might impact
choices in education delivery models. Topic-specific comments and subcommittee responses
have been included as an attachment to these recommendations.
Recommendation #1
Further develop the Program Demand Cost Model instead of pursuing a state-mandated
cost-per-square-foot standard. Actions would include: a) defining/updating geographic
cost factors, b) adding detail to the 4.XX Site Work elements, and c) adding detail to the
11.XX Renovation elements.
Basis: Cost per square foot (CPSF) limits are difficult to apply to rehabilitation and major
maintenance projects. Of the 122 projects on the DEED FY2018 priority lists, only 2 are new
construction, making a CPSF approach of limited practical use. Also, many districts do not have
the funds to accomplish design and construction documents in support of their projects. A more
detailed Cost Model, especially from the foundation down, can serve as a useful (although
imperfect) substitute.
The existing Cost Model has flexibility to accommodate a wide variety of project types and
educational programs. It identifies most necessary elements in any school and provides methods
for establishing fairly accurate estimates for new construction and renovation projects, including
those elements tied to geography and climate.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Identify and solicit services; issue a contract for the updates identified in a) through c)
of the recommendation. Model School Subcommittee to develop statement of services
with input as needed. DEED Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract.
Item 2 – Develop regulations, as needed, to establish use of the enhanced Cost Model to
establish eligible cost limits for state aid of school capital projects. Model School
Subcommittee to review pros and cons and make recommendations to the BR&GR.
BR&GR to make recommendations to the State Board. DEED Facilities to manage the
administrative process of regulation development.
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Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – Defining/updating geographic costs - ~$45,000 ($1000/factor at 45 locations).
Adding detail to Site and Renovation sections - ~$60,000 ($30,000/section where
$15,000 has been the approximate cost of annual updates of the complete tool).
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee and board activity.
Recommendation #2
Establish a process of reviewing and regularly updating school costs within the Cost Model
so that those updates become researched, vetted, and intentional. Vetting could occur as a
function of the BR&GR committee or a broader working group, if deemed necessary.
Basis: Construction materials and methods advance over time, as do processes and tools for
educational delivery. A systematic, on-going review of construction costs, new technologies,
and emerging education methods results in a more accurate and useful Cost Model.
For example, new technology needs to be reviewed before inclusion in the cost model. Are high
performance air barriers and roofing underlayments proven best-practices for building longevity?
Are Smart Boards still needed in every classroom? How does adoption of ASHRAE 90.1 as an
energy standard impact school building systems? Are educational programming shifts, such as
maker-spaces in schools that emphasize project-based learning, accommodated in the Cost
Model’s space-costs element?
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – In conjunction with the department’s vendor, HMS Inc., develop a best-practice
strategy and timeline for annual updates to the Model Alaskan School that would
account for changes in materials and labor, codes/standards, and educational delivery.
Item 2 – Implement the strategy with DEED and BR&GR resources for the initial year. Review
and analyze effectiveness of these parties in accomplishing this task.
Item 3 – Seek outside assistance if warranted.
Cost to Implement:
Items 1-2 – ~$1200 for consultant involvement.
Item 2 – $15,000 annually (currently budgeted) for consultant contract. No additional costs
anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and supporting costs for
committee.
Item 3 – $15,000 annually (in addition to Item 2) for industry specialists ($3000/specialist at
5 disciplines).
Recommendation #3
Develop Model Alaskan School standards by building system (ref. DEED Cost Format)
to establish the quality and/or quantity of system components needed to ensure cost-
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effective school construction across the state. Subcommittee resource items 3 and 4 are
working drafts.
Basis: Building system and component types, quantities, and quality vary widely across school
projects with state aid. Powers granted to the department provide broad authority for the State to
revise a project’s scope and budget if the costs are excessive and to reject projects not in the
state’s best interests. The basis for making these determinations could be more transparent if
there were written standards.
Many states have documents that lay out standards for the various elements of schools. Others
have adopted national standards that reflect 21st Century school design. These documents have
the purpose of setting adequate quality standards (minimum acceptable for State funding) and
placing limits on costs (maximum acceptable for State funding). Parts of the other states’
standards documents can be considered; however, it seems unlikely that incorporation of another
state’s standards would result in an Alaska-specific document that responds effectively to
Alaska’s diverse needs.
Model Alaskan School standards would first address systems with a high return on effort
expended, such as Mechanical and Interiors, and avoid the impulse to ‘regulate everything’. A
Model Alaskan School standard should fill a niche between adopted building codes and any
detailed school design criteria adopted by districts. This standards document should be meshed
with the Cost Model.
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Complete outline of Model School Standards for the remaining DEED CostFormat
sections. DEED Facilities to develop outline-level standards with assistance that may
be available from industry (see comments attached). BR&GR to review/revise.
Item 2 – Conduct an independent feasibility analysis and cost-benefit analysis on the
development of the outline-level standards into a comprehensive set of state-level
Model School standards. Cost evaluation should include impacts on both operating
costs and first costs of facilities. Additionally, the study should evaluate development
of the standards in-house and by contract, and include an evaluation of processes and
cost by other states in implementing a customized industry standard (i.e., LEED,
CHPS). Model School Subcommittee to develop statement of services; DEED
Facilities to solicit, award, and manage contract; BR&GR to review and make
recommendations.
Item 3 – If supported, finalize standards into a department handbook. Implement the use of the
handbook through regulation.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee.
Item 2 – $25,000 (allows for approximately 100 hours of research and documentation plus
expenses).
Item 3 – $0 - $50,000 (depending on in-house or contract).
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Recommendation #4
As part of describing a Model School that supports an adequate education, as contrasted
to a maximum education, identify school elements that do not further the core
educational mission of the school. These would be elements that are used seasonally or
intermittently, benefit a smaller portion of the students, or benefit the community after
school hours. The state may choose not to fund these elements, or to fund them at a
reduced rate, with the community contributing to the costs.
Basis: The extent of non core-education school facility features varies widely across the State.
Identifying elements of schools that are not primarily core educational in use, and defining when
they would or would not be eligible for state funding, could result in better funding equity and
more cost-effective schools. Most examples of these are in site development around the school
buildings such as landscaping, running tracks, stadium seating, hockey rinks, turf sports fields,
and cross-country trails. Examples of non-core amenities within schools might include
bathrooms beyond primary grades, sinks in every classroom, and weight rooms. While a case for
the educational benefits of such elements can be made, the question remains, “At what point are
we funding on the fringes of educational benefit?”
Implementation Strategy:
Item 1 – Review and finalize current topic paper Non-core Educational Restrictions as a
BR&GR recommendation. Include with report to legislature for consideration in
development of statutory language under AS 14.11.013(d) and AS 14.11.100(h).
Item 2 – DEED develops regulations to define non-core amenities and criteria for allowable
state aid.
Cost to Implement:
Item 1 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee.
Item 2 – No additional costs anticipated outside the current costs of the department’s staff and
supporting costs for committee.
Subcommittee Comment
Space Allocations
Periodically, the subcommittee’s work moved us into discussions about school space. We
acknowledged the state’s current use of space eligibility as a resource allocation tool, noting its
resilience over time. Though the subcommittee did not develop any Model Alaskan School
recommendations in the area of space allocations, this isn’t meant to indicate that the space
component of our current resource allocation model is perfect. The subcommittee accepts that
valid concerns may arise in addressing space adequacy and space calculations.
Based on public comment received (ref. MCary 11-15-17), additional work on the allocation of
space should take into account the future of education delivery options. Since these comments
question the need for continued support and maintenance of the current resource-consuming
facilities, presumably this is the opportunity for distance delivery which may impact the overall
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amount of space needed statewide. The subcommittee has not developed a position on nonfacility education alternatives.
Prototype Schools
Prototypical schools seem attractive as a Model School option because they appear to address the
three resource allocation variables of cost, quality, and space in one solution. However, varied
construction requirements due to the climatic differences of our vast State make establishing
prototypical schools problematic. And, prototypical schools appear to have difficulty
incorporating local educational program desires into their designs. (As support for this last
statement, Massachusetts identified 16 prototypical school models (flat ground, hillsides, limited
space, modular, etc.) and gave districts extra funds if they used those designs. The program was
discontinued three years after implementation because local districts wanted the freedom to
design schools around their own vision of education, and because cost savings were not
significant. https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/regionals/south/2014/09/13/state-rethinkingmodel-school-designs-after-touting-them-cost-savingapproach/8OYcz758CWd8dFKxFensuJ/story.html )
Public comment received (ref. KPhillips 11-15-17) suggested, if understood correctly, that a
fourth area of standards, Planning & Programming, be considered that would establish criteria
regarding the functional and programmatic design of schools including a definition of allowed
spaces. The subcommittee remains unconvinced that this level of criteria (akin to prescriptive
requirements of prototype schools, see above) is in the state’s best interest. Additional public
comment (ref. KChristy 11-15-17, and MCary 11-15-17) supports that criteria regarding
educational programs and spaces remain at the district level with the state establishing continued
aggregate allocations for proposed student populations.
Subcommittee Resources
The resources below were researched or developed during the subcommittee process and
informed the recommendations of the committee. The majority of these documents are available
in prior BR&GR committee packets for review (https://education.alaska.gov/Facilities/BRGR/).
Certain items are provided in Appendices, as noted, for simplicity in reviewing the
recommendations in this document.
1. Meeting Notes/Recordings
2. DEED Cost Model 15th Ed. – Model School Elements (Appendix A)
3. 02 Substructure Construction Standard – Draft (Appendix A)
4. 08 Mechanical Construction Standard – Draft (Appendix A)
5. Prototypical School Articles – Massachusetts & New Jersey
6. District Facility Design Criteria Manuals – LKSD & MSBSD
7. Subcommittee Topic Paper – Mechanical Project Costing Challenges (Appendix A)
8. Subcommittee Topic Paper – Non-core Education Restrictions (Attachment)
9. Subcommittee September 6, 2017 Report to BR&GR
10. The Cost Model is available at
https://education.alaska.gov/Facilities/FacilitiesCIP.html#CostModel.
11. Committee Response to Public Comments (Attachment)
12. Public Comments (See Appendix B)
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BR&GR MODEL ALASKA SCHOOL SUBCOMMITTEE
By: Tim Mearig
Facilities Manager
Phone: 465-6906

Date: Aug 17, 2017
File: g:\br&gr\subcommittees

For: BR&GR Model School Subcommittee Subject: Model School Restrictions –
Low-hanging Fruit

Committee Topic Paper
Issue
What are some of the most easily identifiable areas where a Model Alaskan School initiative
might result in conserving available resources?
Discussion
The lists below are intended to spark an initial discussion in response to the above question.
Exterior and Site Elements














Parking lots – establish a basis of need that works for various communities and vehicle types.
Playground/play decks – typically used by the community, establish local responsibility vs.
state.
Fuel storage – establish both quantity and type standards. What establishes adequate? Where
does local choice begin? Also, there are a variety of solutions being implemented with
widely varying costs.
Boardwalk/sidewalk – establish a basis of need that works for various communities and
accessibility.
Landscaping – establish a maximum level for state participation.
Site lighting – coordinate standards with parking and pedestrian needs.
Headbolt heaters – establish climate standards and quantities for which schools receive them.
Hockey rinks – similar to playgrounds/playdecks.
Sports fields – same issues as playgrounds/playdecks; turf fields for every school?
Ski trails – same issues as playgrounds/playdecks; ski trails for every school?
Running trails – same issues as above; running trails for every school?
Event seating/bleachers/storage facilities/scoreboards – same issues as above
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Building Systems & Components





DDC points – establish a maximum number of points/sensors per SF?
R-value of roofs/walls – does R-80/R-60 have a meaningful payback? The folks at National
Renewable Energy Lab that wrote BEOpt suggested the following general answer to this
question. We all know that increasing insulation, say in the attic, costs the same for each
inch, but it saves less and less energy for each added inch. At some point, your long-term
cost will be greater than the amount of money saved in utility bills.
U-value of windows/doors – same issues as above.

School Programs & Space




Weight rooms – is this curricular or extra-curricular?
Running tracks – same issues as above
Dedicated toilet rooms in classrooms – should there be an age/grade-based standard?

Conclusions
Where significant resource allocations in support of the above categories differ between projects,
it would be reasonable to develop a standard.
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Public Comment Received

BR&GR Response

General Comments
Frankly, I just don’t see more regulations and
criteria improving the process and the end result.
These may well result in increased costs to
Districts for additional services and will certainly
make the grant process more difficult for the
District that need the most assistance.
(ref. KChristy 11-15-17)

If done well, we expect that these criteria will
increase consistency in both cost-effectiveness,
and facility parity among school capital projects
with state aid. These standards are intended to
assist the state in making resource allocations.

As diverse as Alaskan communities are in size,
local conditions, and climate how can there be a
“Model” school? The differences within a given
District are significant. For example, K-12
schools work well in smaller communities but
function as schools of choice in larger
communities. (ref. KChristy 11-15-17)

We recognize that differences in climate and
geography are so wide in this state that one
physical model for a school building will never
work, and none is proposed. The current
recommendations are focused on model building
systems and features and would continue to
allow for development of a wide variety of
education delivery models.

State statutes require educational specifications
that identify how students are going to be taught
and how the building should support that
program. This discussion seems to lose sight of
the instructional element and the changing role of
the teacher and the increased use of Distance
Delivery. (ref. KChristy 11-15-17)

We recognize that alternative methods of
delivering educational programs are on the rise,
some of which may not require equally resourceintensive school facilities. This is a huge
discussion beyond the scope of this BR&GR
subcommittee. That said, the school buildingbased model of education is practiced most
widely in this state and is likely to be around for
some time. It is appropriate to examine ways to
construct these facilities in more cost-effective
ways. (Also see previous response.)

The current square footage formula allows the
District to decide what spaces can be shared,
where toilet facilities are placed, and what size
and type of instructional spaces are needed.
(ref. KChristy 11-15-17)

The space allocation formula is the state’s
primary—and to some degree, only—codified
resource allocation tool for school facilities. The
subcommittee report supports this tool. (Also see
previous responses.)
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Public Comment Received

BR&GR Response

I believe it would have been beneficial for each
of the committees to have had representation
from both rural and urban educators. It is all too
easy to lose perspective that the main purpose of
these facilities is to support effective student
learning, and we need to look at sustainable
future trends and not necessarily continue to
support and maintain the current resourceconsuming facilities. This involves a big picture
statewide conversation as to future educational
delivery options based on Alaska’s fiscal reality.
(ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

Subcommittee makeup was open to interested
parties outside the BR&GR committee and the
department. (See previous responses addressing
changing education delivery scenarios.)

The recommendation should use more refined
definitions of terms and specific goals for those
terms, such as in commissioning.
(ref. TFenoseff, 11-15-17)

We concur; terms used within any standards will
need to be very clear.

Recommendation #1 (Further Develop Program Demand Cost Model)
Agree with further development of the Program
Demand Cost Model in lieu of another method of
cost estimating. Considerations include how to
gain most relevant information (from whom in
industry and how to seek/receive input).
(ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

Thank you for the support. Implementation
strategies are being considered by the BR&GR
and will address comments related to ‘who’ and
‘how’.

Recommendation #2 (Establish Process To Update Program Demand Cost Model)
Agree with establishment of an ongoing process
of reviewing and establishing components and
systems and current costs of a model school.
Considerations include how to gain most relevant
information (from whom in industry and how to
seek/receive input). (ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

Thank you for the support. Implementation
strategies are being considered by the BR&GR
and will address comments related to ‘who’ and
‘how’.
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Public Comment Received

BR&GR Response

Recommendation #3 (Develop Model School Standards By Building System)
What is the expected life cycle for a
school/school addition to be designed and
constructed under these proposed criteria?
(ref KPhillips 11-15-17)

We believe that life cycle expectations are
important and that they vary for the different
building systems. We will work to define and
establish building system life expectancies within
the criteria.

Consider differing levels of cost-effectiveness
criteria for urban versus rural conditions since,
between these:
a) The cost of construction varies, and
b) The availability of qualified facilities
personnel varies. (ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

If done well, the criteria established will allow
for the most cost-effective construction
considering all the variables of any specific
project. We agree that construction cost and ease
of O&M are among the important variables.

Reference made in commentary to national
standards and/or other states' design standards.
What standards were reviewed outside of
Alaska? Quality and longevity should be the
driving force of a statewide standard for building
systems. Example "sub-structure" standard states
buildings over 40,000 GSF should be considered
as two story solutions, not one story. How does
this relate to "Design Ratio Criteria" as noted in
their Recommendation #3 - 30,000 GSF as size
threshold? (ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

Sample documents from states with construction
standards were reviewed as were national
standards from USGBC, LEED, and CHPS. To
date, the subcommittee believes a limited set of
Alaska-specific criteria would work best.
Documents reviewed by the subcommittee are
available on the DEED website for the BR&GR.
We will work to ensure consistency in any
criteria that is developed.

There are some items missing from the Model
School Elements for mechanical systems. Also,
the Mechanical Construction Standard is a bit out
of date. That’s the way we designed rural
schools 15 years ago. Definitely different
preferred strategies for facilities where natural
gas is available. Is this document up for review
and if so, can I get a Word version of the
document? Same with the Model School
Elements section. I can make recommendations
using Track Changes and send it back to you for
consideration. (ref. CFredeen 10-7-17)

Thank you for the input. Our implementation
recommendations call for vetting building system
standards with input from the AEC industry. We
welcome your involvement.
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Public Comment Received

BR&GR Response

Recommendation #4 (Identify Non Core-Education School Elements For Reduced Funding)
The definition of “core” education may differ
significantly between urban and rural settings.
(ref. TFenoseff 11-15-17)

Subcommittee work to date suggests that the
“core educational mission” does not vary as
much as one may think across the state—though
the facility needs to support those core elements
can vary widely. The subcommittee brought
forward this recommendation because our charge
was to examine ways to achieve more costeffective school construction.

This recommendation is challenging by nature of
applying one definition to "core education".
Every geographic location in Alaska that delivers
education has specific needs regarding elements
of a school and its site. Elements in one
community that may be defined as "core" may
not be defined as "core" in another. How to
balance the need for cost-effective funding
strategies and the need for education to provide
core purposes based on community culture?
(ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

As defined, non-core includes ‘elements that are
used seasonally or intermittently, benefit a
smaller portion of the students, or benefit the
community after school hours.’ Criteria
developed under this recommendation are
unlikely to impact education delivery models or
school space.

Consider how this recommendation can be
marketed as a partnership opportunity. It's
currently written with an undertone that does not
recognize the benefit school property provides to
communities which ultimately result in
betterment of quality of life and economy for all
Alaskans. (ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

It is not the intent of the subcommittee to
indicate that non-core elements have no value.
Often, within the features we have currently
identified, there is great value to community life
and in formation of character via extra-curricular
activities, etc.

This may be a recommendation that needs to be
analyzed based on urban and/or non-urban
settings, as there are significant differences
between core education in an urban setting
versus a non-urban setting.
(ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

(See previous comments.)

What is the definition of 'adequate education',
'maximum education', and 'non-core amenities'?
(ref. KPhillips 11-15-17)

The current recommendation, along with its
basis, provides the early indicators of these
categories. Further development of any criteria
will offer specific, clear definitions.
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General Comments
What analysis has been done to consider the
three proposed sets of criteria together?
(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

As it relates to these three sets of criteria:
What is the definition of ‘cost-effective’?
What is the definition of ‘adequate education’?
(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Should there be a fourth criteria to
measure/assess functional and programmatic
designs of schools? Efficiency and savings
comes first through flexible, appropriately
planning: the building program (list of spaces,
adjacencies, and sizes) must define all spaces
required, prior to these proposed three criteria
being utilized. It makes sense to ensure this
component meets the goals of efficiency prior to
review of the proposed three criteria.

In May 2017, the Committee considered options
for criteria in a half-dozen categories and
selected the three currently identified as the most
appropriate. Together, they are the Committee’s
recommended criteria for cost-effective school
construction when considering both first costs
and operating costs. Care will be taken to
integrate those criteria that are closely aligned—
most of those alignments have been expressly
acknowledged in the documents prepared to date.
Currently, the Committee does not intend to
provide any unique or specific definition of these
two terms. The first, though evaluated in many
ways, is defined sufficiently for our purposes in
its general sense. The second should remain open
for continued discussion and development.
The Model Alaskan School subcommittee
addresses this in their report under Subcommittee
Comments. This Committee likewise remains
unconvinced that this level of criteria is in the
state’s best interest and that criteria regarding
educational programs and spaces remain at the
district level with the state establishing continued
aggregate allocations for proposed student
populations.

(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Assumed order of these criteria in terms of
sequence of use in review for efficiency and
educational adequacy:
Planning/Programming - unidentified as part of
this review and comment
Design Ratio
Model School
Commissioning
(ref. KPhillips, 11-15-17)

Please see the previous comment with respect to
Planning/Programming. Otherwise, there is no
intent for a precedent of application for the
proposed criteria. Some Design Ratio criteria
aggregates to the whole-building level but will be
based on defined Model Alaskan School
elements. Commissioning has the sense of
occurring later chronologically but would be
integrated with the other criteria during planning
and design phases.
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Frankly, I just don’t see more regulations and
criteria improving the process and the end result,
and may well result in increased costs to Districts
for additional services and certainly make the
grant process more difficult for the Districts that
need the most assistance.

[From Model School: If done well, we expect
that these criteria will increase consistency in
both cost-effectiveness, and facility parity among
school capital projects with state aid. These
standards are intended to assist the state in
making resource allocations.]

(ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

Is the state willing to accept [commissioning] as
an additional project cost? It may well pay for
itself but it will still be an increased cost that
someone must cover. (ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

The Committee anticipates that the cost of
complying with commissioning criteria will be
an allowed cost under projects with state-aid.

What about incentivizing cost savings? One
effective means of encouraging savings is to
allow District to reallocate all or a percentage of
what is saved to another priority project. If the
District has a true six-year CIP the school that is
next on the list can be an effective voice against
“scope creep.” In my experience Districts tend
to manage bond funded projects, where savings
can be reallocated, differently than grant projects
where unspent funds return to the general fund.

We understand the Committee’s statutory charge
to develop criteria for the construction of schools
as establishing clear guidance for project
definition, project prioritization, and establishing
the eligible and necessary costs of school capital
projects. This current initiative of cost-effective
school construction criteria is a subset of the last
element. The concept of incentivizing cost
savings is not being considered by the
Committee under its charge as it runs counter to
allocating resources on a statewide priority basis.

(ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

Just brainstorming - what about rewarding
Districts that reduce energy costs with increased
allocation in funding formula (to be applied to
maintenance budget)? (ref. KChristy, 11-15-17)

Thank you for this input. The Committee does
not have purview over adjustments to the
foundation funding provisions in statute.

Commissioning can provide overall
environmental with long-term cost benefits and
should be included as a design/construction
standard service. (ref. MCary, 11-15-17)

BR&GR will consider including commissioning
in the definitions of “construction” and “design
services” for the purposes of making it a specific
allowable budget cost.
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Energy Model Data: Building Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage (FPA:GSF)
Modeling Enclosure Efficiency
Ezra Gutschow, Coffman Engineers, utilized public domain energy modeling software (eQuest) to
compare the estimated lifecycle cost differences between a one and two story building. The model
was based on a 12-classroom wing typical of schools in the 30,000gsf range. For simplicity, the
interior spaces were comprised only of classrooms and corridors. The total enclosure square
footage for the one-story version was 27,303sf while the same enclosure square footage for the
two-story version was 21,2787sf—a 22% reduction. Energy modeling was used to compare heat
loss at the exterior envelope between the two versions. The thermal properties of the envelope are
identical between the two versions and all other functions and details of operation are the same.
The primary model variables include the number of occupants and the use of heat recovery
ventilation. An occupancy load with 24 persons in each classroom was the baseline. An occupant
load with 12 persons per classroom was also developed as being more typical of rural schools.
The “1/2 People” version was also run with and without Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV) units.
Finally, the model compared the variations in each of the four BEES climate regions and used
Juneau, Palmer, Fairbanks and Wainwright using climate and energy cost data. Because the
model was intended to be used to compare locations where piles and an exposed building soffit
would be required, that configuration is reflected in all locations.
Following are the initial results of the modeling effort, which shows an estimated savings, as
expected with a more compact envelope, for area of high heating load and high fuel expense. It
also clearly shows the occupant-driven impact of ventilation volume on costs and how the volume
of air being moved and heated can quickly reduce any building form or envelope energy savings.
Models
Single-story classroom wing

Two-story classroom wing
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Energy Modeling Output for Ratio Building Footprint Area to Gross Square Footage (FPA:GSF)
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BR & GR
DESIGN RATIOS SUBCOMMITTEE
Comments For Consideration
Gary Eckenweiler
BSSD, Facilities Director
11/9/17
Subcommittee Members,
Listed are comments for consideration
Recommendation #2 (O:EW)
I would be in favor of a lower O:EW ratio for the following:
a. Natural light is extremely important but it doesn’t take an entire exterior wall of windows
to give adequate light. I feel less but strategically place window would offer a quality
interior natural light effect.
b. In windy climates like BSSD windows are one of our larger maintenance expenses. We are
continually fixing mechanisms and experience full failures as early as 15 years. The glass
vendors love us! Our most troubled areas are classrooms with the entire exterior wall
length being window. The lack of framing structure between each window creates a week
point, that moves in the wind, which loosens casing and loosens window edges allowing
argon to escape. We see this in quite a few of our schools. With a lower O:EW ratio
designers may look at getting away from continuous long banks of windows.
c. With LED lighting being used the cost of offsetting natural lighting with electric lighting
isn’t as big of a deal. Also LED replicates the spectrums of natural lighting much better.
d. And of course the difference between r-5 and r-30 but as time factors in windows are not
their original r-value and leak.
e. Less windows less problems.
Recommendation # 3,4&5 (FPA:GSF), (V:NSF), (V:ES)
Maybe (V:ES) best defines the goals of these three recommendations.
I would be in favor of a tighter ratio, which would push simplistic building shapes in our
climate region.
a. When you live in windy N.W. AK practicalities take over, especially in construction, to a point
where unpractical stands out like a sore thumb.
b. Rectangular, fewer wings, lower roof pitch and fewer rooflines are all things folks deem as
practical. The local critics will quickly criticize unpractical buildings and praise simplicity.
c. Keeping construction funds in the interiors of the facility has a much greater positive impact on
educational environments.
d. We have all seen some incredibly beautiful designs utilizing simple shapes.
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